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Hi Peter
Yes we are currently working on the Galgorm Golf Club and this is the first one that we’ve had in this sector in NI, so that’s exciting,
I had a few things I wanted to pick up with you:
:L

Have you still been getting monthly reports? There’s been a change in reporting and I wasn’t sure if you had everything you

needed each month.
2. We have been getting some guidance on lottery funding and wondered if you had given any consideration to this from DETrs
point of view.
3.

I’ve been asked whether you have given any consideration to audits. I notice in the agreement it says to be discussed

separately, so now that we have a number of installations accredited and have experience from the GB schemes, it seems a good
time for us to think about it for your schemes. I’ll be interested in your thoughts on that one.
Kind regards
Ted
From= Hutchinson, Peter [mailto:Peter.Hutchinson@detini.gov.uk]
Sent= 27 August 2013 09:49
To= Ted Clifton
Subject= NI RHI Query - Golf Clubs
Teri,
Hoping you might be able to help - I am aware from local stakeholders that Galgorm Golf Club has either already received accreditation
or is expecting to shortly receive accreditation for a wood pellet boiler, Would you be able to advise on whether any other Golf Clubs
have received accreditation under the NI RHI or is Galgorm the first such accreditation.
Our Minister is visiting the Golf Club shortly to launch to NI Open and therefore whether or not it is the first Golf Club to receive support
under the NI RHI is likely to be of interest.
Many thanks,
Peter
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